The following pen changes to DoD Instruction 3200.14, "Principles and Operational Parameters of the DoD Scientific and Technical Information Program," May 13, 1997, are authorized:

**PEN CHANGES**

**Page 2, Paragraph E.2.a.**

Paragraph E.2.a. Delete

Change "E.2.b. and E.2.c." to "E.2.a. and E.2.b."

New paragraph E.2.b., line 1. Change "DTIC" to "Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC)"

**Page 4, add a new subsection E.5.**

"5. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence shall ensure that the Director, Defense Information Systems Agency, shall exercise operational control and oversight of DTIC consistent with the mission and functions described in enclosure 7."
**EFFECTIVE DATE**

The above changes are effective immediately.

![Signature]

Larry E. Curry, Director
Correspondence and Directives